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Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the different aspects of
income distribution and poverty in China. This is based on the 
application  of a special 3-dimensional mapping system under the 
uses of Mathematica software version 8.0 to observe the income and 
poverty distribution in all China. Hence, the main objective of this 
paper is to build a large number of maps and equations that can show 
the real situation in the income distribution and poverty of China. 
Finally, this paper tries to find all possible weaknesses and 
vulnerabilities that income distribution and poverty can generate on 
the Chinese economy in the long run. At the same time, it aims to 
generate possible policies to benefit far areas of China. In our case, 
we study income distribution and poverty from the economic, 
historical, cultural, environmental, social, political and technological 
perspective.



Mapping Income Distribution
This paper has two general objectives:

The first objective is to evaluate the evolution of income 
distribution among all regions in China from 1960 until 
2060 by building a series of maps using different color 
such as green (high income growth), yellow (irregular 
growth), and red (low income growth).

The second objective is to propose a series of policies that 
can generate a better performance in the income 
distribution by using a large model of equations of 
distribution and poverty eradication simultaneously.



Analysis
The income distribution in this paper is based on the application of 
the Cubes Cartesian Space (See Ruiz Estrada, 2011). The Cubes-
Cartesian physical space is open to the possibility of generating a 
multi-dimensional visual effect to show the vulnerability of many 
macroeconomic structures (or scenarios) in the same graph and time. 
Each macroeconomic structures (or scenarios) is formed by a large 
number of general structures, sub-structures and mini-structures (see 
model parameters and graphical modeling) in different axes, levels, 
and cubes by sizes and colors. However, details of the analysis of 
each structure by axes, levels, perimeters and cubes by sizes and 
colors is depending on the parameters as established in our research. 
Finally, all these general structures, sub-structures and mini 
structures are under the imbalance dynamic state under the 
application of the Omnia Mobilis assumption (Ruiz Estrada, 2011).



Model Parameters



Graphical Modeling



Model
Finally, the Cubes-Cartesian space shows a general function 
Yg that is the result from the interconnection of all the 
macroeconomic structures (S0, S1 ,., Sn) under different axes 
(A1, A2 ,., An), levels (L1, L2 ,., Ln), perimeters (P0, P1, 
P2.Pn) and cubes with different sizes and colors (C0/β, C1/β. 
Cn/β) respectively:

Yg = (Ao<ΣS0╬ S1╬.S∞> ╬ A1<ΣS0╬ S1╬.S∞> ╬ .╬
A∞<ΣS0╬ S1╬.S∞>.)

Note: Yg = The General Variable, ╬ = Interconnection, Ai 
= Axis and Si= General Structures.



Equations by Region



Chinese Sensibility Equation



Chinese Vulnerability
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Conclusion
This paper concludes that China’s income distribution depends 
directly on the good performance of its GDP in the long run by 
keeping a good management of natural resources and 
environment, major control of population growth, fast 
expansion of information and communications systems, more 
human and physical infrastructure, attraction of industries with
highly intensive uses of labor to the far areas in China 
respectively. If we refer to the mapping of China’s income 
distribution, there exists high concentration of income in the 
coastal region, and the adverse income distribution of China is 
most sensitive and vulnerable from an environmental and  a 
technological perspective. As for the rest of China, according 
to the SEC-Model, there exist very high levels of vulnerability 
economically, politically and socially.  



Mathematica 8.0
http://www.wolfram.com/broadcast/videos/quicktour/
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